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Introduction:  To pray is to change.  This is a great grace.  How good of

God to provide a path whereby our lives can be taken over by love and joy

and peace and patience and kindness and goodness and faithfulness and

gentleness and self-control.  “Prayer changes things,” people say.  It can

also change us.  In the area of prayer I think we need to be READY:

1.  Ready to _______________ rather than speak

2.  Ready to _______________ rather than lead

3.  Ready to be ______________ rather than requiring it be done NOW!

4.  Ready to _______________ rather than take or expect repayment

5.  Ready to be _______________ rather than retaliate

6.  Ready to be _______________ rather than living the old life

7.  Ready to _______________ rather than rebel

8.  Ready to let go and _______________ rather than need to be

loved and get our way.

Conclusion:  Richard Foster said it best:  “In the beginning we are indeed

the subject and the center of our prayers.  But in God’s time and in God’s

way a Copernican revolution takes place in our heart.  Slowly almost,

imperceptibly, there is a shift in our center of gravity.  We pass from thinking

of God as part of our life to the realization that we are part of his life.

Wondrously and mysteriously God moves from the periphery of our prayer

experience to the center.  A conversion of the heart takes place, a

transformation of the spirit.”

Romans 12:1-2 ESV
A Living Sacrifice

1 I appeal to you therefore, brothers,[a] by the mercies of God, to present

your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is

your spiritual worship.[b]  2 Do not be conformed to this world,[c] but be

transformed by the renewal of your mind, that by testing you may discern

what is the will of God, what is good and acceptable and perfect.[d]

Footnotes

[a]  Romans 12:1 Or brothers and sisters

[b]  Romans 12:1 Or your rational service

[c]  Romans 12:2 Greek age

[d]  Romans 12:2 Or what is the good and acceptable and perfect will of God

“Therefore, prayer is in many ways the criterion of Christian life.  Prayer

requires that we stand in God’s presence with open hands, naked and

vulnerable, proclaiming to ourselves and to others that without God we

can do nothing.  This is difficult in a climate where the predominant counsel

is:  ‘Do your best and God will do the rest,’ (if we believe this) we have

turned prayer into a last resort to be used only when all our own resources

are depleted.  Then even the Lord has become the victim of our impatience.

Discipleship does not mean to use God when we can no longer function

ourselves.  On the contrary, it means to recognize that we can do nothing

at all, but that God can do everything through us.  As disciples, we find not

some - but all of our strength, hope, courage, and confidence in God.

Therefore, prayer must be our first concern.”

Seeds of Hope by Henri Nouwen, p. 117


